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Grading scheme
There are 10 questions with 0-2 points each: 2 points for a (mostly) correct
and complete solution; 1 point for a somewhat reasonable solution with
significant omissions or defects; 0 points otherwise. About 50 % of the points
are needed to pass the exam. If you are a student enrolled according to the
previous exam rules, then about (8/6)*50 % of the points are needed to pass
the exam.
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The topics of the exam are published with the dry run and reused for the
actual final and the resit as well. Of course, the topics are chosen to cover
broad subjects areas. The actual questions are focused on specific competences that were emphasized in the lecture and exercised in the lab—in the
edition of the course at hand.
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Topic: Abstract syntax

Consider an imperative language with statements as follows:
• assign a number literal a variable,
• increment a variable,
• sequence of two statements,
Notation: Define the syntax in an appropriate grammar notation. You may use
Prolog or Haskell, too.
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Topic: Operational semantics

Define a big-step operational semantics for the language of the previous task.
You do not need to define routine helpers for memory look-up and modification; just assume them. Notation: Define the semantics in an appropriate
operational semantics notation. You may use Prolog or Haskell, too.
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Topic: Type systems

Here is a language. It has types Number and String. There are basic expression forms for literals (constants) for numbers and strings. There are
operations for binary addition both on numbers and strings. However, binary subtraction is only defined on numbers. Define a type system for this
sort of language. Notation: Define the judgment in a notation appropriate for
well-formedness or type systems. You may use Prolog or Haskell, too.
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Topic: Lambda calculi

Present a simple example of substitution [N/x]M (with M the term in which
to substitute, x the variable to substitute, and N the term to replace x) that
requires alpha conversion.
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Topic: Type safety

Explain the notion of preservation. Please, be concise: 140 characters or less.
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Introduction
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System-F on one page
Topic: Polymorphism

Consider the syntax of System F .

Syntax
t ::=x | v | t t | t[T ]

Typing rules
T-Variable
x :T ⇥
⌅x :T

v ::= x : T .t| ⇥X .t

T ::=X |T

T |⇤X .T

The small lambda abstracts over lambda terms. The big lambda abstract
over lambda-term types. What is a noticable difference otherwise between
the two abstraction forms? Please, be concise: 140 characters or less.

Evaluation rules

E-AppFun
t1
t1
t1 t2
t1 t2

E-AppArg
t
t
v t
v t

E-AppAbs
( x : T .t) v
E-TypeApp
t1
t1
t1 [T ]
t1 [T ]

[v /x]t

8

⌅

T-Application
⌅t:U
T
⌅t

T-TypeAbstraction
,X ⌅ t : T
⌅ ⇥X .t : ⇤X .T

E-TypeAppAbs
(⇥X .t)[T ]
[T /X ]t

T-A

Dynamic Semantics
7

Topic: Object orientation

Consider the
following
rules of FJ’s dynamic semantics:
Search
rules
(CBV):

e⇥0
e⇥0.f

e0 ⇤
e0.f ⇤

e⇥0
e⇥0.m(e)

e0 ⇤
e0.m(e) ⇤

e0 value e ⇤ e⇥
e0.m(e) ⇤ e0.m(e⇥)
What do they express? Please, be concise: 140 characters or less.
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Sds : Stm → (State !→ State)
Sds [x := a]s = s[x "→ A[a]s]
8

Sds [skip] = id

Topic: Denotational semantics

Consider the following
the ]imperative language
Sds [S1equation
; S2 ] =ofSandsif-statement
[S2 ] ◦ Sdsof[S
1
‘While’:

Sds [if b then S1 else S2 ] =
cond(B[b], Sds [S1 ], Sds [S2 ])
Explain how this
Sdsequation
[whilemeets
b do‘compositionality’.
S] = FIX F Please, be concise: 140
characters or less.

where
F g = cond(B[b], g ◦ Sds [S], id)
XII.1
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Topic: Axiomatic semantics

Consider the following formulae as they may appear in pre- and postconditions of triples:
• a > b && b > c
• b < a && b > c
These formulae are logically but not syntactically equivalent. Describe a
predicate that finds indeed that these formulae are equivalent. You may use
Prolog or otherwise relatively formal explanations.
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Topic: Concurrency

Consider the transition rules for CCS’ composition operator:

The completed (perfect) action τ clearly may happen in accordance with
the last rule. However, it could also happen in accordance to the first or
second rule. How? Please, be concise: 140 characters or less.
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